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Introduction

R

eading and assessing the writing of multilingual students can be a
unique challenge for college faculty. Tis guide ofers strategies for
how to read, assess, and provide feedback on the work of multilingual
student writers, and it contextualizes these strategies in current Second
Language Studies research. Please note that this guide primarily focuses
on undergraduate students, though much of this material can also apply
to graduate students. For more details on graduate student writers, please
see the Faculty Guide for Working with Graduate Writers.
/'

I use writing only as a tool to
communicate. I do not enjoy writing
stuff purely in any language

"I

-Liuyi Y.

\.
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There are a lot of exceptions in the English
language. In my native language, it is more
straightforward, all the rules apply to everything
and the word is written exactly as it sounds.
-Daniela P.
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If I have ideas, I will be a fluently
writing writer. If I have no idea, I will
be stuck to any writing process

....

,~.
"I

-Yuke Z.

,

"I

Going to the Writing Lab and
talking with some professional
English writing staff is super!
-Yuwen C.
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The Contexts of
Multilingual Writing
English and multilingualism
English is a language used all over the globe. It is the primary language
of countries such as the United Kingdom, the United States, and Australia.
It is the language of government and educational systems in formerly
colonized countries such as India and South Africa. In addition, English
is taught throughout the world as a global lingua franca and is used in
organizations such as the European Union and Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN). Importantly, English usage around the globe
is fuid and changing due to the
Multilingual students try
effects of globalization, global
to
literally translate from
media, and the internet. The
their native language to
Englishes in our classrooms at
English...I’ve been studying
Purdue are a microcosm of this
English since I was
phenomenon; Englishes from
4 years-old and I still have
China, rural America, India, the
this problem.
East Coast, South Korea, and many
-Daniela P.
other regions and countries can be
heard across campus. Te American Academic English that students are
expected to adopt in their writing is one variety of English, but that variety
is not appropriate for every context or audience. By continuing to develop
a sensitivity to the varieties of English on campus, faculty can strengthen
their understanding of the linguistic plurality and diversity on our campus.
In this guide, the term multilingual writers will refer to international
student writers whose frst language is not American English. Historically,
this population has been referred to as English as a second language (ESL).
ESL is a problematic label that has long been out of use among language
and writing researchers because it does not accurately reflect the
characteristics of this group. Te term multilingualism represents the
linguistic diversity that our international students bring to campus.
Specifcally, some of these international students are learning to write in
English as a third or possibly fourth or ffh language. Some may use
2

English as their primary spoken language yet have had little experience
writing in American Academic English. Some have been writing in English
since they began school, though the language spoken in their home is not
English. Some will be lifelong users of a variety of English that may be
very diferent from American or British English. Such varieties are imbued
with vocabulary, turns of phrase, and rhetoric from their home culture.
A central tenet of World Englishes (see Kachru, 2006, for more on World
Englishes), and one that informs the thinking behind this guide, is that
English belongs to those who use it, and, as
English belongs to
such, it belongs just as much to international
those who use it.
students using it in American classrooms as it
does to domestic U.S. students and faculty.
While many faculty assess writing for its adherence to the expectations
of American Academic English, it is important to note that the writing
being done in college classrooms is one variety of English used in a specifc
context and for a specifc audience. It is not a monolithic use of English
that all users should adhere to in all contexts. As such, it should not be
presented to multilingual writers as the correct version of English.
An overview of multilingual students at Purdue
Purdue ranks 4th among all U.S. public universities in total number of
enrolled international students and 2nd among Big Ten universities,
according to the university’s fall 2019 statistical report. (Purdue University
Ofce of International Students and Scholars, 2019). In terms of the
Purdue student body, 20.4% of students at Purdue are international. To
further clarify these numbers, 4,651 or 13.8% of undergraduates and
4,434 or 40.7% of graduate students are international. Because of these
trends, most faculty who teach at Purdue can expect to have a substantial
number of international students in their classes, and these students will
likely be multilingual writers.
Faculty are faced with the dual challenge of assessing student work fairly
and of helping students develop academic or professional standards of
writing. Reading, assessing, and ofering feedback on multilingual student
writing may cause a degree of anxiety in faculty who feel unprepared to
address the specialized writing issues international students are presumed
to have. Typically, many readers feel compelled to provide feedback on
3

aspects of grammar, style, and sentence structure that difer signifcantly
from the accepted standards of good writing in a given discipline. While
it is important for multilingual writers to continue developing mastery
of and expertise in their English usage, it is vital that sentence-level issues
not overshadow issues of writing
It is vital that sentence-level
expertise that all writers need to
issues not overshadow
practice and learn: how to apply the
issues of writing expertise.
stylistic conventions of their academic
discipline, how to make an argument,
how to appropriately use sources, and so on. This guide will offer
recommendations and suggestions for navigating such tensions by ofering
a model for prioritizing concerns and for commenting on grammatical
errors when that is the priority. Te most efective writing feedback is
selective and purposeful; commenting on every concern is not productive
for either respondent or writer. Support for both writers and those ofering
feedback exists on campus and at the Purdue Writing Lab. For a listing
of Purdue’s resources for international students, see Resources [page 35].

I

Multilingual students’ diverse experiences
An important point throughout this guide is that there cannot be a
monolithic one-size-fits-all rule about multilingual writers because
multilingual students’ experiences with language learning, education
generally, and cultural dynamics will vary greatly. Language learning
approaches may have stressed communicative competence or may have
focused largely on grammar drills. International students may have used
English in everyday life, or it may have been learned primarily as a foreign
language. Immigrants to the United States and their children (also known
as Generation 1.5) may have initially been taught English as a foreign
language and then taken ESL courses in the United States. Depending
on how long they have been in the country, immigrant and Generation
1.5 students will have diferent experiences from each other (Ferris, 2009),
and these experiences mean that their abilities with the English language
may difer from their international peers (Harklau, Losey, & Siegal, 1999).
Diferences in educational backgrounds will also exist among multilingual
writers. Individual students may or may not have learned academic
content in English, resulting in variations in vocabulary attainment.
4

International students’ English writing instruction may have focused on
TOEFL-like essay questions or even individual sentences rather than
the longer essays commonly assigned in U.S. classrooms. In contrast,
Generation 1.5 students’ educations may have been a hybrid of precollegiate courses in their home country/language and in the United
States/English, resulting in American Academic English usage and writing
skills that may look similar to their monolingual peers in some respects
while still exhibiting features common to multilingual writers. For more
on the efects of these educational dynamics, see Common Concerns about
Multilingual Students and Writing [page 6].
In addition to language and education, cultural dynamics will shape
students’ attitudes about English and the contexts of their current English
usage. Students who see themselves as permanent residents of the United
States may be more invested in English language and culture compared to
those who plan to return to a home country upon graduation. Students
may feel pressured to assimilate to monolingual English by the U.S. K-12
educational system. Tey may also feel conficted about how English
use changes their identity, depending on whether they view English as
evidence of a colonial past or as an indicator of a global future. Students
attending an institution with large numbers of peers who speak the same
home language may fnd it more difcult to use English extensively outside
the classroom, a prerequisite for acquiring greater skill with the language.
Because multilingual writers have such diverse experiences with language
learning, education, and cultural dynamics, instructors will fnd it helpful
to understand students’ needs on an individual, case-by-case basis.

5

Common Concerns about
Multilingual Students and Writing

M

ultilingual student writers come from a variety of backgrounds
and geographical locations, and they vary in level of English
profciency. Tis section addresses some common concerns that faculty
voice when working with
Writing in English is not
multilingual student writers. Te
similar to writing in Chinese
answers to the questions use some
at all. I cannot say that I
of the most current and relevant
am right now really good
research in the field of second
at English writing, but I am
language writing. Please note that confident to write in English
these are not meant as a set of rules
and show my work to other
people for [feedback].
to apply, but as contextualization
for the best teaching practices in
-Yuwen C.
the sections that follow.
Why is writing produced by my multilingual students
sometimes so different from the writing produced by
my domestic students?
A LL ASPECTS OF THE WRITING PROCESS WILL BE DIFFERENT
BECAUSE MONOLINGUAL AND MULTILINGUAL WRITERS ARE
DIFFERENT KINDS OF WRITERS .

Multilingual student writers and their monolingual counterparts have
been found to have diferences in composition processes, including
planning, drafing, and reviewing their writing. Additionally, diferences
have also been found between their written texts on measures of fuency,
accuracy, quality, and structure (Silva, 1993). Recent research in second
language writing and translingualism argues that languages are resources
that writers use in tandem during writing rather than shifing between
discrete languages (Horner et al., 2011). When writers are moving
between languages, they are not simply making direct translations
but instead making purposeful choices about what language to use to
represent their ideas. Ideas and knowledge can emerge from moving
6

between languages, and a writer’s phrasing and writerly voice is a result
of knowing multiple languages. Sometimes the choice of language may
not be clear for the intended audience. Odd turns of phrase should not
simply be labeled as incorrect but should serve as a starting point for a
discussion with the writer about how meaning, word choice, and clarity
are ofen dependent on audience expectations.
E DUCATION AND SOCIALIZATION CAN VARY RADICALLY FROM ONE
CULTURE TO THE NEXT , AND THEY CONTRIBUTE TO SHAPING A
WRITER ’ S RHETORICAL STYLE .

Studies in contrastive, inter-cultural, and comparative rhetoric, as well
as in education, have found that the frst language, home culture, and
educational experiences of a multilingual student writer all have an
impact on the kinds of assumptions and ideas that student brings to a
given writing assignment (Leki, 1991; Connor, 2002; Connor, 2018).
For example, researchers in comparative education have found that the
American high school STEM classroom is typically student-centered,
inductive, and experiential while high school STEM classrooms in
China are teacher-centered, deductive, and focused on book-learning
(Su, Su, & Goldstein, 1994). In a comparison of American and Chinese
college-level essay styles, Sullivan, Zhang, and Zheng (2012) found that
the expectations for essay writing in the United States tended to be more
critically and procedurally oriented while the expectations in China for
essay writing tended to encourage literary elegance and a positive message.
While these are just a few examples, the point here is that home culture
may lead to diferent understandings of academic and professional
conventions and expectations.
Our logic of writing is largely
different from the native
English speaker, but we
almost do not recognize it by
ourselves...Our instructors
always expect that
we can write papers in an
“American way.” So...it was
really challenging for me to
adapt to another writing style.
-Yuwen C.
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In addition to differences
brought about by educational
background, a writer ’s
rhetorical style may be
affected by various social
factors. Cultural etiquette,
gender, race, class, and other
intersectional issues can shape
how a writer approaches
writing. For example, in

some cultures, it may be a breach of etiquette for a woman to initiate
an argument. Certain arguments may be culturally taboo for everyone,
such as arguments that question or challenge governmental policy. In
addition, how one approaches an argument is also cultural. In American
academic writing, readers expect a writer-responsible approach: an
argument is clearly stated in the introduction, receives explicit support
throughout the document, and is likely restated in the conclusion. In this
approach, the writer is responsible for the reader’s understanding. Some
cultures favor a reader-responsible approach, where an argument is made
implicitly and is sometimes not fully stated until the end, if at all, and the
reader is expected to fll in the gaps as they read. For strategies on how
to approach these diferences, see Methods for Supporting Multilingual
Writers [page 19].
What do I need to consider in order to shape reasonable
expectations for multilingual writers?
L EARNING TO WRITE ACADEMIC PROSE IN A SECOND LANGUAGE TAKES A
LONG TIME , AND LEARNING GRAMMAR IS ONLY PART OF THIS PROCESS .

----------------------------------------------------------------Tough language instruction in areas like grammar and vocabulary is
obviously important in helping multilingual students become more
profcient writers, research into second language writing has found
that there is no quick fx when it comes to learning to write in a second
language. It is important to note that (a) it takes a long time to learn
how to write for academic purposes in a second language (Collier [1987]
and Tompson [2017], for example, demonstrate that it will take around
four to seven years under ideal learning conditions), and (b) sending
students to the Writing Lab will help, but in all likelihood it will not
make multilingual writers suddenly write like their monolingual peers.
Being realistic about how much students can improve their writing over
the course of a single semester will reduce both faculty and student
anxiety. Tolerating minor diferences in grammar that do not impede
communication will allow more time to focus on diferences in grammar
that do impede communication, in addition to prioritizing global writing
concerns for which all writers need guidance and feedback. Content
clearly communicated should be the most important goal.
8

W HAT COUNTS AS GOOD ACADEMIC WRITING
WILL VARY BETWEEN CONTEXTS .

Many academic writers regard academic prose as an information-delivery
system that works best when the most important information is delivered
as clearly and quickly as possible. Despite feld-specifc variation in
writing conventions, some features of good writing are shared among
academic disciplines in the United States. Such features include the
clarity of prose, clear organizational structure, correct handling of
citation conventions, and adequate
support for claims. These are
For different situations
words may be used
examples of generally-universal
differently
but this is very
expectations for strong North
hard for people outside of
American academic writing and
English culture
are best to emphasize when
to
acknowledge.
discussing writing assignments and
-Liuyi Y
disciplinary conventions or when
ofering feedback.
On the other hand, the conventions of lab reports in mechanical
engineering are diferent from those in biology, and the conventions of a
sociology paper are diferent from the conventions of an applied linguistics
paper. Being clear about genre- and discipline-specifc expectations,
including what guidelines students are expected to follow when writing,
is essential for faculty who wish to help their students succeed in both
the academic and professional world. Writers should be provided
with information and guidance about the conventions of writing in
a specifc discipline, including style guides that explain and model
these conventions. Additionally, the diferent components of a specifc
document (e.g., a lab report, memo, email) should be clearly explained,
and students should be provided with examples of each component.
Finally, formatting and citation guidelines should be clearly explained
with visual models and references to specifc resources students can
use to replicate these expectations in their writing. Providing writers
with the title of the specifc edition of the citation and style guide that
they are expected to emulate not only gives them a specifc resource,
but it also ensures that faculty have clear guidelines for evaluating how
successfully writers adhere to such expectations.
9

T HE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WRITING AND OTHER
LANGUAGE SKILLS IS COMPLEX .

For many writers, language-speaking ability may not refect the ability
to write in that language. Components of good writing such as clear
argumentation and organized structure are generally separate from other
language skills. As a result, a multilingual writer who is struggling with
a writing assignment might be struggling both with the writing and
with English as a language. Research has shown that writing in another
language can help improve language skills, and thus the relationship
between language instruction and writing instruction is complex
(Williams, 2012). To help
students become better
Even though my writing
writers, attention should be
skills improved a lot, I do not
consider myself a great writer
drawn to the features of
writing (e.g., logic) the neither in English nor Spanish.
-Manuel J.
instructor wants improved as
well as to the language (e.g.,
verb tense or vocabulary). Research into Second Language Acquisition
(SLA) has shown that there is very little that a language learner picks
up without consciously noticing how a feature, such as phrasing or
grammar, is used (Schmidt, 1990). Tus, to help students improve their
writing in academic and professional contexts, it is necessary to teach
writing explicitly as part of the curriculum.
Why do I seem to encounter plagiarism more frequently
with multilingual students?
P LAGIARISM , ACADEMIC DISHONESTY , AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ARE
ALL CULTURAL CONCEPTS THAT REPRESENT SPECIFIC CULTURAL VALUES .

Ownership of ideas and clearly attributing who owns certain ideas
through citations seems foundational to the academy; however, this is a
cultural practice that emerges from Western concepts of individualism
and intellectual property (Lyon, 2009). Multilingual writers may or
may not have prior or signifcant educational experience with academic
citation practices. Writers should certainly be taught these conventions,
but as conventions that emerge from specifc, Western ideologies rather
than as universal truth. In some cultures, sources are not cited because
10

it is expected that educated readers are familiar with the original source
material. When writers have received previous instruction in interacting
with sources, that instruction may difer vastly from current course
expectations.
Given these cultural diferences, multilingual students who appear to
have borrowed language from a source without proper quotation or
citation should not initially be treated with suspicion. Tese instances
are moments in which to discuss American academic conventions for
interacting with sources and why academic audiences expect specifc
citation practices. Exploring the possible reasons why a student used
language and ideas without proper attribution can help faculty better
understand that student’s current facility with source use and create a
plan for continued development in citation practice.
C ITATION PRACTICES ARE LEARNED OVER TIME .

Since citation practices are an academic convention, students acquire
profciency as they advance in their education. Even students who
have taken one or two classes where
Students will need
they received an introduction to
continued practice and
citing sources will need continued
guidance to master
practice and guidance to master
citation conventions.
citation conventions. For example,
appropriate paraphrasing and
quoting of sources is something that is largely learned by reading and
observing how experts in a particular feld interact with sources, and so
this is something writers will become more adept at as they read more
scholarship and interact with sources in their own writing. Te length
of time writers have been in the academy and the coursework they have
taken greatly shape how much experience they have with academic
writing and citation practices. In particular, multilingual writers may
not have received the exposure to citation practices that many domestic
students receive in pre-collegiate education, and even some domestic
students may not have much practice with these conventions before
entering college.
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W RITING SOMETHING IN “ YOUR OWN WORDS ” IS CHALLENGING WHEN
LEARNING A NEW VOCABULARY .

“Make sure to state it in your own words” is the golden rule when students
are reminded not to take language from other sources if they are not
directly quoting them. Aptly summarizing and paraphrasing sources
requires an extensive vocabulary in order to avoid duplicating the source’s
language. Tis expectation can be particularly challenging for writers
who are still learning large amounts of new vocabulary, especially when
they encounter a new idea that is expressed in that new vocabulary. In
such a situation, the writer may only be able to articulate the idea in the
language of the original source. A multilingual writer who leans too
heavily on a source’s original language may struggle to formulate a
paraphrase. Multilingual writers
Many times I fall short on
are not just learning ideas when
something I want to describe
reading scholarship; ofen, they
because I simply don’t find
are also learning the language
the words to do so.
that communicates those ideas.
-Manuel J.

P LAGIARISM OFTEN HAPPENS WHEN WRITERS PANIC .

Te classic stereotype of plagiarism is that students do it to deceive
their instructors in order to get out of doing their work. Some cases
of plagiarism are simply mistakes or students not knowing specifc
conventions. In the case of deliberate deception, plagiarizing may be due
to panic rather than sheer laziness. Multilingual writers, in particular, may
face challenges with having the time and energy to complete a document
because it takes longer to read and write in English. Students who feel
overwhelmed by the sheer number of words needed for an assignment’s
word count may resort to plagiarism as a coping mechanism.
P LAGIARISM MAY SEEM TO OCCUR MORE FREQUENTLY IN MULTILINGUAL
WRITING BECAUSE IT CAN BE EASIER TO DETECT .

Any writer who uses the writing or ideas of another without employing
proper citation conventions ofen displays many tell-tale signs, including
a shif in voice, tone, vocabulary, or content. Multilingual writers may
ofen exhibit additional signs. For example, a frequent pattern of error,
such as misused articles or prepositions, suddenly vanishes in one
paragraph before returning later in the document. Such signals may
12

make it easier to detect when multilingual writers are using writing that
is not their own because it can be much more apparent than the subtle
shif in voice and tone that a domestic student’s writing might exhibit.
P LAGIARISM DETECTORS SHOULD BE USED WITH CAUTION .

Finally, plagiarism detectors can be useful tools for indicating potential
plagiarism, but just because the algorithm identifies a passage as
questionable does not automatically mean that the ofending passage
is plagiarized. It may just be a quotation or a cited source in another
paper in the detector’s database. Writers will likely not know this, and
if they are asked to review their own writing in a plagiarism checker
before turning it in, this can cause undue confusion, frustration, and
anxiety if writers think they have dutifully followed citation practices
and guidelines. Plagiarism checkers cannot ask students questions about
their writing, nor can the checker understand the context in which
something is written, so while they can be a useful tool in some cases,
they cannot replace human judgment.
With so much to address, how do I prioritize which
concerns to comment on?
C OMMENT ON GLOBAL CONCERNS BEFORE COMMENTING ON
SENTENCE LEVEL CONCERNS .

Global concerns include the large, conceptual foundations of a document,
such as content, organization, and genre conventions. Tey are considered
by writing experts to have a signifcant bearing on the efectiveness of a
given piece of writing and are thus considered more important to address
than sentence-level issues. An essay that makes a provocative, original
claim that is well-supported with reliable evidence is ofen preferable—
even if it has grammatical errors—to a grammatically perfect essay that
fails to communicate anything
interesting about its subject.
I am not a good writer in
any language that I know...
While some may argue that an
I also think my writing is
essay should be both interesting
very basic, like I don’t
and well-polished, that target
know
how to use more
m i g ht b e o ut s i d e o f a
elaborate words.
multilingual writer’s current
-Daniela P.
linguistic profciency. Note that
13

we do not intend to set up a false binary between strong content
development and grammar usage but rather to provide an example that
questions where priorities are placed when giving feedback. While
instructor feedback can help guide multilingual writers toward a higher
level of language profciency, strong writing is underpinned by strong
thinking, and, as such, it is vital to attend to global concerns before
addressing sentence-level concerns such as missing or incorrect articles,
incorrect punctuation, or inappropriate use of prepositions. For a detailed
explanation of suggested feedback practices, see Methods for Supporting
Multilingual Writers [page 19].
Questions that deal with global concerns might include
the following:
ӽ

How do the ideas align and cohere within the text?

ӽ

Does the content support the main purpose of the
document?

ӽ

Does the big picture organization meet the assignment
guidelines?

ӽ

Are the claims adequately supported by appropriate
evidence?

ӽ

Is the writer using a voice and tone appropriate for the
purpose, audience, and context?

S ENTENCE - LEVEL ERRORS THAT

IMPEDE MEANING ARE GLOBAL CONCERNS .

When a sentence-level error afects meaning and hinders understanding,
it should be prioritized as a global concern. Errors that occlude meaning
can include issues with sentence structure, phrasing, or word choice. In
contrast, many errors with punctuation, articles, and prepositions can
be skimmed over by a reader without much of an issue. Te following
example illustrates when a punctuation error does not obstruct meaning
and when it does:
14

Meaning clear despite a punctuation error: He argues
that taxation is unjust and he claims he never pays his taxes.
[Missing comma between two independent clauses joined by
a conjunction.]
Meaning changes with a punctuation error: She identifes
three major issues: discrimination against certain students, an
unwillingness of school administration to address accusations
with teachers and staf and parents feeling like they are unheard.
[Who feels unheard? Staf and parents or just parents?]
When a sentence-level error obstructs meaning, then sentence-level
errors should be addressed as global concerns. When possible, try to
fgure out where, exactly, the sentence gets of-track. Is the subject or
main verb of a sentence unclear or missing? Is there a preposition, article,
or punctuation error that obstructs or changes meaning? Is the misuse
of a verb or an unclear word choice an inaccurate use of disciplinary
terminology? Does this misuse of a technical term impede meaning? If
so, this is likely a global concern. Te development of feld specifc
vocabulary is an important part of any academic writer’s development,
but for multilingual students in
I find very useful when
particular, feld-specifc uses of
instructors add comments
words may be new or unfamiliar.
in their feedback (instead of In all of these cases, faculty
just marking it is wrong or
guidance can help multilingual
they didn’t understand).
writers improve the clarity of
-Daniela P.
their writing.
Explaining to the writer where a reader gets tangled up in a sentence can
help writers know why the sentence is confusing. Sometimes, what a
writer actually means can be so unclear that it is hard to decipher what,
exactly, causes a sentence to be confusing. In these instances, rather than
just dismissing the sentence as “unclear,” it is best to explain that the
phrasing is confusing and to ask a writer to try to explain it diferently.

15

When I do want to address sentence-level errors, how
can I offer efficient and effective feedback?
C OMMENT ON PATTERNS OF ERROR .

Commenting on every possible grammar error in any essay is not a
productive use of faculty time and energy. Receiving an essay flled with
grammar correction will be overwhelming for most students and will
likely ofer little guidance on what to prioritize if students were to try
to make changes. Te goal of efective writing feedback should be to
provide guidance for improvement, not copy-editing. In an interview,
Ferris recommends that feedback on errors “be individualized and
adaptive in the sense that as students make progress in one area you start
focusing on something else” (Yao, 2015, p. 73). Start by commenting
on errors that the writer tends to make ofen. A pattern of error would
generally be an error that happens three or more times. For longer essays,
three to four patterns are likely all a
The goal of effective
writer could feasibly attend to, and for
writing feedback should
shorter documents, the ratio of
be to provide guidance
comments to writing should be
for improvement, not
balanced so that the feedback is not
copy-editing.
overwhelming. In addition, the
discussion of errors should not
overshadow the actual content of the document. Finally, such feedback
should not be punitive, or it risks undermining writers’ motivation to
work on grammatical issues that may feel outside of their capabilities.
P ROVIDE TIME AND SPACE FOR REVISIONS .

For grammatical corrections within a document to have an impact, faculty
should consider how to systematically respond to a particular error type
and how they want a student to proceed in future writing tasks, whether
in revisions of the current work or in entirely new assignments. Writers
need to be given space to practice improving on errors that they frequently
make. Keep brief notes on improvements writers were asked to make.
Refer to these notes when reading a new document and comment on
writers’ progress. Consider ofering small amounts of extra credit for
writers to revise their patterns of error in fnal drafs. Ferris stresses in an
interview that “it is critical that students be allowed or required to revise,
16

correct, [and] apply feedback on a particular paper. I think you are kind
of wasting your time if you give students error feedback and say next time
you write a paper, remember that” (Yao, 2015, p. 73). For students to get
the most out of feedback, and for faculty to get the most out of the time
they put into giving feedback, writers should be encouraged to work on
patterns of error over time and should be provided with the means to do
so constructively. For more suggestions and tips on how to best provide
feedback to multilingual writers, including suggestions about how to
systematically respond to grammar errors, see Methods for Supporting
Multilingual Writers [page 19] and see Addressing Local Errors in
Multilingual Writing [page 33].
What considerations can help me better understand the
needs of my multilingual students?
T IME AND ENERGY ARE FINITE RESOURCES .

Writing and reading in another language ofen takes more time and
energy than writing and reading in one’s home language. For example,
reading in a second language is infuenced by a number of variables
including profciency in both the home language and English, the
amount of time spent learning English, (dis)similarities between English
and the home language, and many other factors (Verhoeven, Perfetti,
& Pugh, 2019). In addition, students are in multiple classes, and,
therefore, multilingual students are juggling writing, reading, and
communicating effectively in English for multiple classes at once.
Consider whether feedback is
Consider whether feedback
asking multilingual writers to do
is asking multilingual writers
a significant amount of labor
to do a significant amount of
compared to what is being asked
labor compared to peers.
of their monolingual peers.
L INGUISTIC PREJUDICE DISRUPTS LEARNING .

Many multilingual students report hearing and receiving remarks about
their accents in both speech and writing, encountering impatience
with their spoken and written English, and encountering negative
assumptions about their intelligence because of their accented English.
Tese encounters occur with domestic peers, staf and administrators,
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members of the larger community, and even faculty. Stray prejudicial
remarks and actions can add up and derail students from language
learning and writing. It is important that written and verbal feedback
be phrased so that it is not interpreted as prejudicial. Faculty can help
counteract linguistic prejudice by providing constructive feedback,
accepting minor errors (such as with articles), and helping multilingual
writers continue to practice their written American Academic English.
F ACULTY LANGUAGE LEARNING EXPERIENCES CAN PROVIDE INSIGHT .

----------------------------------------------------------------A faculty member’s personal experience having lived or studied abroad
can provide insight into the kinds of attitudes and behaviors in a host
country that help a language learner thrive. Use such personal experience
to identify challenges for language learners and to clarify support that
contributes to success. Looking at personal experience can enable faculty
members to better understand the challenges multilingual writers face
in their classes. It is important to note, however, that particular forms
of support may not work for all learners and may not meet all learners’
goals for their own language learning.
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Methods for Supporting
Multilingual Writers

T

he following suggestions should be considered best practices for
working with multilingual student writers but are also applicable
for college writers generally.
Scaffold writing assignments.
S ET UP THE ASSIGNMENT .

Be as specifc as possible when outlining assignment requirements. Tis
may include preparing a convention guide; discussing diferences between
genres; and providing examples of target work, citation guidelines,
discipline-specifc vocabulary, or rhetorical moves.
Structure assignments to avoid cultural bias by providing opportunities
for multilingual student writers to be experts in what they know. For
example, instead of asking students to focus on problems with American
bridges or road surfaces, give them the choice of all bridges or road
surfaces. Encourage and welcome an international perspective.
Provide specifc examples (model texts) of the work students should
produce. Additionally, spend time in class explicitly discussing these
examples and the kinds of
I wish instructors would
rhetorical moves that they make.
provide sample English
For example, what goes into an
writings for academic
introduction in a lab report and
purposes or just, proper
what kind of language is used to
ways of expression.
accomplish this task?
-Liuyi M.

Provide specifc examples of
how writers will be expected to interact with and cite sources in the
assignment. Show students how to fnd and use the style guide required for
the course or discipline. Because citation guidelines are revised frequently,
it is unreasonable to expect writers to memorize all citation conventions.
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Use explicit rubrics. Transparency about grading criteria lets students
know the exact specifcations that a given assignment requires. Check
out Bean (2011) for a more extensive overview of the types and uses
of rubrics.
U SE A STUDENT - CENTERED WRITING PROCESS .
I wish
instructors
could be
opened to...
check the
final report
before
submitting it.
-Daniela P.

Assign multiple drafs so that students work on
papers over time, receiving feedback along the way.
Peer review is one way to spread out the labor of
feedback, although students will need instruction on
how to comment efectively on each other’s drafs.
Teach proofreading and other practices like peer
review that students can do on their own before they
submit their work. Do not assume that students
know how to proofread on their own. For specifc
proofreading strategies that students might use,
visit the OWL proofreading page.

Know who students are, including their language
and educational backgrounds. Multilingual student
writers at Purdue come from all over the world and
will have diferent strengths and weaknesses when
it comes to writing.
Encourage students to be proactive in developing
their professional and disciplinary vocabulary. Tis
may include using an English dictionary (as opposed
to a bilingual dictionary), keeping a disciplinespecifc vocabulary journal, or reading for pleasure
in English.
Support active reading practices by being explicit
about what students should look for in an assigned
reading, providing context for the reading such
as the author’s background or where a particular
research study fts with other research studies, or
preparing a list of pre-reading questions.
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I wish
instructors
knew how
structure
changes
between
different
languages
and how to
transform
that into
English
writing.
-Manuel J.

S TRUCTURE CLASSROOM TIME .

For in-class writing and reading assignments, allow multilingual
student writers more time. Reading and writing in a second (or third
or fourth) language requires more cognitive power and, therefore, more
time. Keep this in mind for essay questions, in-class readings, Power
Point slides, or when assigning small group work.
Direct students to additional writing and language support resources.
Te Writing Lab ofers conversation groups, writing consultations,
and workshops, and provides a variety of whole-class lab tours where
students can learn how the Writing Lab operates. For more on resources
for multilingual writers at Purdue, see Resources [page 35].
Develop a plan for offering feedback.
By developing a plan for delivering feedback, instructors can implement a
system that is efective for writers’ progress and is efcient and consistent.
S ET REALISTIC GOALS FOR ERROR FEEDBACK .

It is unrealistic to expect drastic changes in the writing of multilingual
student writers from one writing assignment to the next, and it is
unreasonable to expect they will achieve native competence in a single
semester. Instead, look for improvement throughout the semester. If
there are particular errors multilingual student writers make consistently,
help them focus on these errors.
I am not very confident
Expect gradual improvement when I am writing in English.
from assignment to assignment,
There is a significant
encourage self-editing strategies, difference in how to write in
be clear about expectations, and English and Spanish, and for
be tolerant of minor diferences me to try to translate one to
the other is very difficult.
that do not affect the overall
-Daniela P.
purpose of the writing.
D ECIDE ON THE TYPE OF FEEDBACK .

Will students receive longer, narrative comments on global concerns,
or shorter comments that refer to criteria in the rubric, or a mixture of
both? Will shorthand be used for grammatical errors? If so, develop
a list of shorthand to share with students and use it consistently. For
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an example of this sort of code, see Distinguish between treatable and
untreatable errors. [page 29].
E XPLAIN COMMENTING PRACTICES TO STUDENTS , AND BE CONSISTENT

WHEN FOLLOWING THEM .

All students, multilingual writers included, need to know what feedback
they can expect and how to interpret it. Tis includes explaining the type
of language that will be used for feedback (e.g., what abbreviations stand
for) and the kinds of features that will be commented on. Te more explicit
instructors can be about what they are doing and why, the better the chance
that students will be able to use the feedback to improve their writing.
R EAD THE DRAFT ALL THE WAY THROUGH BEFORE COMMENTING .

Read the document all the way through to get a better sense of the most
pressing concerns. Focus comments on a limited number of signifcant
concerns rather than simply commenting on impulses during the initial
reading (Sommers, 2013).
A SK FOR WRITER ’ S MEMOS OR AUTHOR ’ S NOTES .

A writer’s memo, or author’s note, is a brief introductory paragraph
that writers can submit with a document to help guide an instructor’s
feedback (Sommers, 2013). Writers can share areas with which they
struggled, particulars of which they are proud, and sections they would
like to improve. Te writer can direct the instructor to what they want
feedback on the most or can outline what may not be helpful for them at
that stage. For example, writers may not want feedback on sentence-level
editing if they are considering making major revisions, and they can ofer
that information in a writer’s memo.
C OMPLEMENT WRITTEN FEEDBACK WITH ONE - ON - ONE CONFERENCES .

Having conversations about written feedback can clear up possible
misunderstandings. Research has found that one of the biggest problems
with faculty comments is that students ofen cannot read them or cannot
interpret them in the way that the professor intended (Ferris, 1995). Tis
can be especially true for multilingual writers faced with handwritten
cursive comments, any kind of shorthand that students cannot interpret
because they have not been given a key, and vocabulary or terminology
use with which the writer may not be familiar.
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Structure feedback to encourage the writer to apply it.
U SE A READER ’ S RESPONSE PERSPECTIVE .

Literary theorist and philosopher Kenneth Burke (1973) likens academic
discourse to a social gathering in a parlor: someone enters the parlor to
fnd an ongoing conversation, listens in order to be able to participate,
and briefy joins the conversation that will continue afer they leave. One
method to help writers consider this larger audience for their work is to
use a reader’s response perspective when commenting. Comments that
focus on the perspective of a reader ask the writer to imagine a context
and audience for a document beyond dutifully completing an assignment
for an instructor. For instance, a comment such as “Your thesis does not
take a clear position on the issue you are discussing, and this will cause
readers to be unsure what position
Comments that focus on
your essay is taking” ofers a clear
reason for the problem identifed the perspective of a reader
ask the writer to imagine a
and also asks the writer to consider
context and audience for a
the kinds of audiences they could
document
beyond dutifully
eventually write for outside of the
completing an assignment.
classroom.
For all writers, learning to write for diferent audiences—such as fellow
researchers, a public readership, or stakeholders in a project—is a useful
rhetorical skill. For multilingual writers, the focus on reader’s response
can be incredibly useful for learning to write for readers in diferent
cultures and for learning how diferent cultures approach diferent
genres. Tis focus also helps all writers learn which aspects—such as
tone, style, voice, and vocabulary—are appropriate for certain audiences,
and this is especially crucial for the continual language development of
multilingual writers.
B E CRITICALLY KIND .

While instructors likely intend for feedback to sound neutral, it will
ofen not be read that way by students, who may interpret all criticism
as negative. Feedback that is perceived to be negative can sap motivation
and confdence from writers, and writers may not seek out necessary
formative feedback if they are anxious about receiving harsh criticism.
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Students need to be able to trust that the feedback that faculty provide
them is both critically kind and constructive. Feedback of this type will
provide a framework for students to improve their writing.
Rather than criticizing writers for what they did “wrong,” critically kind
feedback comments on both strengths and areas that need improvement.
Even terse feedback such as “fx this” can be read as impatient, as it lacks
specifcs or a rationale. In contrast, critically
Critically kind
kind feedback is an invitation to collaborate
feedback is an
and grow as a writer. It is important in
invitation to
building writers’ confidence and also
collaborate and
building their trust in the instructor as a
grow as a writer.
respondent to their work.
Ofer specifc praise. Identify at least one specifc strength, and explain
why it is a strength. Writers will be encouraged to repeat something they
have done well, so specifc praise gives writers insight into future writing
projects. Using a reader’s perspective is useful here too. For example,
“Your conclusion is strong because it reminds a reader of the key points
of your argument, and you conclude with a provocative question that
invites the reader to continue thinking about this issue. Great work!”
Avoid using praise to sofen critical feedback. Praise used to sofen
criticism can be confusing for writers because it is conficting. For
example, “Tis is a strong start at an introduction, but it needs a lot of
improvements before it meets the assignment’s requirements.” In this
example, it is unclear what is a “strong start,” and, in any case, that “strong
start” sounds like it needs many revisions before it meets the instructor’s
expectations, making it not a strength. Praise should be ofered when
something truly is a strength. If something needs improvement, but
there is a strong foundation for those improvements, clearly identify
what those strengths are. For example, “You have a good start with
your hook in your introduction, which will pull a reader in with your
anecdote. However, I think that the connection between the anecdote
and your thesis needs to be made clear; otherwise, a reader has to guess
what the connection is between the two.”
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Align feedback with course goals. Before beginning to write feedback,
think about what the goals are for this feedback. Is the objective for
writers to work on improving their writing? If so, leave feedback that
encourages them to work on improving their craf. An assignment rubric
can help faculty calibrate their goals. It would be fairly unusual for a
rubric to only evaluate correct punctuation and formatting of citations in
a written document, so it should be just as unusual to provide feedback
that only focuses on minor sentence-level issues.
Use reader’s response to avoid making errors seem like personal
transgressions. Responding with a hypothetical reader’s perspective
shifs the focus from a personal response to an audience’s response,
which can help frame the critique as being about writing rather than
about a writer’s personal transgression.
Responding with
By moving away from the personal (e.g.,
a hypothetical reader’s
“I don’t understand…”) to a reader’s
perspective shifts the
response (e.g., “I worry that readers may
focus from a personal
not understand…), the critique is still
response to an
ofered but is not situated in a singular,
audience’s
response.
personal response, making it kinder.
Build rapport, but be careful with sarcasm and wit. Praising writers
when they succeed at executing something well or pointing out when
they raise an interesting idea are ways to build rapport. Asking questions
that further a discussion can also show them that their instructor values
their ideas. Avoid using humor to build rapport. Tone can be hard to
read in written feedback, and ofen the default way of interpreting all
feedback is as criticism. Additionally, humor is based in both context
and culture, so while an American student may easily identify a witty
comment as humor, it may read very diferently with a multilingual
student from a diferent cultural context.
Be self-aware as a reader and critic. Academics who have years of
expertise writing in their disciplines have had the time and experience
to develop their own opinions on what, exactly, makes good writing.
Tis knowledge is built from disciplinary conventions, grammar and
style conventions, and personal preferences. Personal preferences,
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sometimes known as pet peeves, may work for one writer in a specifc
context, but they do not necessarily translate to good writing for all
writers in all contexts. When providing feedback, refect on personal
negative reactions to identifed concerns. Does the concern overturn
disciplinary convention? Is there a current grammar or style guide that
explains the concern? Could this just be a matter of personal preference?
Ofering a reader’s response or including the “why?” of the “what, why,
how” model of feedback (for more details, see Provide comments that
are appropriate for the stage of the writing process. [page 26].) allows an
instructor to ofer justifcation for commenting on a particular concern.
Doing so helps the reader understand why the comment is important
beyond the scope of the feedback and that it also goes beyond just faculty
personal preference. Tis type of commenting also helps instructors
better prioritize where to put their energy when providing feedback.
For example, guiding a writer to follow disciplinary conventions will
ofen trump commenting on one’s personal dislike of a specifc verb.
Provide comments that are appropriate for the stage of
the writing process.
Tere are two basic types of feedback: summative and formative. Summative
feedback is given after an assignment has been submitted. It usually
includes a grade and comments indicating how the student met or did
not meet assignment requirements. Formative feedback is given over the
course of an assignment and ofers suggestions for how to improve the
document before a fnal draf is submitted for a grade. Giving formative
feedback afer an assignment has already been submitted for grading is
ofen inefective as a means of improving student writing.
W RITE FORMATIVE FEEDBACK ON ROUGH DRAFTS .

----------------------------------------------------------------Formative feedback should be ofered on a writing project’s rough drafs.
Since formative feedback is largely for both the development of the
writing project and the development of the writer’s skills, such feedback
should clearly articulate the concern being addressed, explain why it is
a concern, and ofer advice on how the writer can work on resolving
that concern. Studies on commenting practices have found that global
comments that ofer specifc guidelines for revision are appreciated and
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more likely to be taken seriously and used by student writers (Straub,
1997). For example, a comment that tells a student why an introduction
is inadequate and how the student should rewrite it to meet disciplinary,
professional, or classroom expectations will prove more helpful than a
comment that simply says, “Rewrite the introduction.” See Bean (2011)
for information about the connections between critical thinking and
writing, Sommers (1982) for an explanation of how instructor comments
focus student writers’ attention when revising, and Hyland and Hyland
(2006) for an overview of two decades of research on commenting
practices and second language writing.
Te following model, adapted from Howell (2016) and Chanock (2000),
is a useful and easy-to-remember formula for providing constructive
feedback: explain the What, Why, and How of the concern.
ӽ

What is the concern? Identify the specifc concern and articulate it
to the writer. Refer to terms used in the assignment description or
rubric (thesis, evidence, sources, citations), use labels the writer can
easily look up on the internet (comma splice, dangling modifers),
or describe the issue (past tense instead of present tense, missing
subject in the sentence). When using grammatical terms, take
care to ensure the term is accurate so that a student can locate it
in a grammar guide later.

ӽ

Why does it matter? Motivate the writer to revise by describing
why the issue in question is important. It may be helpful to use
the perspective of a generalized reader. For more on that, see Use
a reader’s response perspective. [page 23].

ӽ

How can the writer resolve the concern? Conclude formative
feedback with specific suggestions for how the writer could
approach revising the concern. Commands such as “fx this for
the fnal paper” are not as useful as ofering specifc suggestions
for revision. By ofering specifc suggestions, the writer not only
gains some insight into how to approach the concern but also an
understanding of what is considered an appropriate level of revision.
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Te following example shows how the three parts of
formative feedback work together.
[What] Tis paragraph is confusing because there
is a rapid shif in topic halfway through. [Why] Te
sudden jump in the discussion can confuse a reader.
You also don’t have enough room to fully develop both
topics and provide the evidence you need for each
discussion. [How] You could split this paragraph into
two separate paragraphs and fully explore each topic
in its own paragraph. Tis would give you the space
you need to add more evidence to support your claims.
Since this model can be three to fve sentences, it may take more efort
than shorter comments. However, it provides writers with specifc tasks to
complete during revision and also the reasoning behind why these revisions
will improve the overall quality of the document. When leaving formative
feedback, it is important to prioritize the most critical feedback, such as
meeting the assignment requirements, and to also emphasize patterns of
error rather than commenting on every instance of an error. Commenting
on sentence-level errors in a paragraph that will need signifcant revisions
is not a productive use of instructor or writer time, as those sentences may
well vanish entirely during global revision. For information about addressing
sentence-level errors, see Distinguish between treatable and untreatable
errors. [page 29].
W RITE SUMMATIVE FEEDBACK ON FINAL DRAFTS .

Unlike formative feedback, summative feedback is evaluative. Summative
feedback is generally written like a short letter to a student. Many faculty
open with praise of a document’s strengths, as this prioritizes what a writer did
well and should replicate in the future. Two to three critical concerns should
be shared with a writer, as well as what steps they should take to improve
in these areas for future assignments (adapted from Sommers, 2013). Te
evaluative nature of the summative comment is intended to help provide a
narrative justifcation for the grade. It is more personal than the grade and
can be used to supplement a rubric to help a writer understand how the
document met or failed to meet requirements as explained by the rubric.
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B E AWARE OF THE CONTRACTUAL NATURE OF COMMENTS .

----------------------------------------------------------------Unlike summative feedback, formative feedback should not be presented
as evaluative, or a student may interpret it as contractual. Almost all
instructors, when asked by a writer to give formative feedback on a
draf, have heard questions such as “What do I need to change to get
an A?” If making revisions is connected to getting a particular grade,
the revisions are seen as contractual, which can cause frustration if the
writer perceives that they made all the “right” changes but still didn’t
receive the grade that they wanted. For multilingual writers, especially,
an overt emphasis on sentence-level errors in formative feedback can
create the impression that fxing all of them will lead to a good grade.
Tey may then spend their time on grammatical problems rather than
focusing their energy on elements such as having a strong argument.
By focusing feedback on the process (drafing, revising, improving as
a writer) rather than the fnal product (an A paper), instructors can
provide writers with opportunities to grow rather than perform.

Prioritize and focus on the most essential errors.
Marking up an entire paper is not only time-consuming and stressful for
the faculty member but the results will be overwhelming and discouraging
for the student. When providing grammar-oriented feedback, choose a
few areas for the student to focus on improving, and encourage students
to proofread for those errors on the next assignment. One way to do this
is to thoroughly comment on one paragraph and then ask the student to
examine the remaining paragraphs, looking for similar errors. Another way
is to choose one or two treatable errors and mark these throughout the
entire text. For help with prioritizing errors, see Addressing Local Errors in
Multilingual Writing [page 33].
Distinguish between treatable and untreatable errors.
A treatable error is governed by rules that can be learned and applied.
Usually these rules can be located in grammar textbooks. For instance,
verb tense errors or incorrect comma use are treatable errors; the student
can learn and apply the rule in order to use the construction correctly.
An untreatable error is an error that is idiosyncratic to a particular writer
and context. Tese might include using the wrong word (“Another piece
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of this experiment included…”), the wrong word form (“Another part of
this experimental included…”), incorrect idiomatic expressions, or the
wrong preposition (“On other words…). Ofen, untreatable errors are a
matter of vocabulary knowledge and of learning that, for example, verb X
always takes preposition Y. In a sense, untreatable errors are best handled
in the same way as global errors, i.e., provide explicit advice regarding the
nature of the error and how to fx it.
Best commenting and feedback practices suggest that instructors focus
on systematic patterns of error correction with the goal of helping students
learn to identify their own errors. Tis will include (a) raising awareness
of student need, e.g., making sure that students know what kinds of
mistakes are problematic and why, (b) helping students recognize particular
error types, and (c) helping students fnd and correct their own errors
(Ferris, 1995; Ferris, 2011). In addition, it is important to prioritize errors
that impede meaning over errors
I wish instructors would
that do not impede meaning. For
correct
the words that are
more on this subject, see With so
misused
and also tell us the
much to address, how do I prioritize
common writing way for a
which concerns to comment on? [page
native English speaker.
13]. The information on the
-Yuwen C.
next few pages ofers two ways of
raising awareness.
R AISE STUDENT AWARENESS OF TREATABLE GRAMMAR ERRORS BY
LABELING SPECIFIC ERROR TYPES .

In ESL writers: A guide for writing center tutors, Linville (2011) ofers a
list of the six most frequent and treatable error types made by multilingual
student writers at the college level.
•

Subject-verb agreement errors occur when the subject
does not agree with the verb in person or number.

•

Verb tense errors occur when an incorrect time marker
is used.

•

Verb form errors occur when a verb is incorrectly formed.
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•

Singular and plural errors often occur when there is
confusion about which nouns are countable and which
aren’t.

•

Word form errors occur when the wrong part of speech
is chosen.

•

Sentence structure errors occur for a variety of reasons: A
word (ofen a to be verb) is lef out; an extra word (ofen
a duplicate subject) is added; word order is incorrect; or
clauses that don’t belong together are punctuated as one
sentence. (p. 119; examples in the original removed)

To use a list like this, faculty should frst categorize the type of error
and then write this categorization near the problematic word or words
or in the margins of the line where the error appears. Tis may be done
minimally, using the categories above, or with extensive coding. Ferris
(2011) prepared the following list of error codes that college writing
instructors commonly use when ofering feedback. Remember that it is
essential that these abbreviations be explained to students beforehand.
Do not assume that a multilingual student writer will be familiar with
these codes.

Error Type Abbreviation/Code
Word choice WC

Run-on RO

Verb tense VT

Fragment Frag

Verb form VF

Punctuation Punc

Word form WF

Spelling Sp

Subject-verb agreement SV

Sentence structure SS

Articles Art

Informal Inf

Noun ending N

Idiom ID

Pronouns Pr
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R AISE AWARENESS BY MARKING STUDENT ERRORS WITH
UNDERLINES OR CIRCLES .

----------------------------------------------------------------Some studies have shown that students are able to efectively self-edit
their work when instructors circle or otherwise mark treatable grammar
errors (Robb, Ross, & Shortreed, 1986; Ferris, 2006). Tis means that
instructors do not need to identify the type of errors for students, as
most multilingual writers at the college level are familiar enough with
grammar usage rules to recognize the type of error and correct treatable
errors themselves, once they have been pointed out. Presumably, the more
profcient the multilingual writer is, the better this approach will work.
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Addressing Local Errors in
Multilingual Writing

T

he fowchart on the following page provides a systematic procedure
for addressing local, sentence-level errors in multilingual writing.
Remember to prioritize errors that impede meaning and to explain
feedback (see Methods for Supporting Multilingual Writers [page 19]).
Start with these questions:
ӽ

Have higher priority concerns such as global issues already been
addressed? If not, address those frst (see With so much to address,
how do I prioritize which concerns to comment on? [page 13]).

ӽ

Is writing in-progress or a fnal draf (i.e., should the feedback be
summative or formative)? (see Provide comments that are appropriate
for the stage of the writing process. [page 26])

ӽ

Has the writer improved upon problem areas from a previous
assignment?
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Local Sentence-Level Errors

---------------------------------------------------

Does the error
impede meaning?

Check the rest
of the text
for errors that
impede meaning

YES

NO

Is the error
treatable?

Does it occur in
more than
one place?

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

Does it occur in
more than
one place?

NO

---------,

Mark the problem
in 1or 2 places,
show how to fix
it, and ask the
student to
look for the same
error elsewhere
in the text.

Mark, but don’t
correct the error:
(a) in one paragraph
and ask writer to
locate additional
instances; or
(b) throughout
the text

It may be a mistake
(idiosyncratic, like a typo).
Circle it, but focus your
attention on recurring errors.
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Offer an explanation
of the problem and
suggest how to
address it.

Resources

T

his section provides a brief list of some of the language and writing help
available to international students at Purdue and in the surrounding
community. Te list is not exhaustive and might change without notice
at any time.
The Purdue Writing Lab
Te Purdue Writing Lab ofers Purdue students, visiting scholars, staf,
and faculty the opportunity to work one-on-one with trained writing
consultants. Tese appointments can be conducted face-to-face or virtually.
For up-to-date information about all Writing Lab programs, go to the
Purdue Writing Lab website or call 765-494-3723.
Writing Lab consultants can help writers with all stages of the writing
process: brainstorming ideas, researching, drafing, developing support,
clarifying the argument, organizing main points and support, discovering
disciplinary conventions, correctly citing sources, and addressing grammar
and sentence-level concerns. Ideally, writers will seek feedback multiple
times for a single document throughout the writing process.
A study of Writing Lab use from Fall 2008 to Fall 2019 indicates that
students who visit the Writing Lab for consultations have a statistically
signifcant higher semester grade point average, an efect that holds up
across any number of metrics (residency, college, ethnicity, and sex). For
detailed information about this research, visit the Writing Lab’s web
page for research.
Although students beneft from Writing Lab consultations, Writing Lab
services are not limited to students. Faculty can collaborate with the Writing
Lab to develop writing-related curriculum to improve their students’ writing.
Faculty can also consult with the Writing Lab on writing projects of their
own. One of the best ways for faculty to acquaint themselves with Writing
Lab services is to make an appointment to work one-on-one with a writing
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consultant. Not only will faculty receive feedback from an experienced
reader on their document, but they will gain frsthand knowledge of how
the Writing Lab works (which, in turn, will help their students make best
use of the Writing Lab). Alternatively, faculty are invited to get in touch
with the Writing Lab to simply chat about what the Writing Lab ofers
for students and faculty.
F ACULTY S UPPORT AT THE P URDUE W RITING L AB

----------------------------------------------------------------Curriculum collaboration. Te Purdue Writing Lab should not be
regarded merely as an outside service, a fx-it shop for writing, to which
erring students can be referred. Instead, faculty are encouraged to work
with the Writing Lab through every step of the writing process. Writing
Lab staf are available to help faculty design and write assignment
prompts, assessment tools, and writing workshops. Consultations can
also cover topics such as proofreading strategies to share with students
or big-picture strategies for incorporating writing into every kind of
classroom or teaching style.
Writing-related resources. Te Purdue Writing Lab has a comprehensive
library of writing-related texts, including guides for designing rubrics,
working with multilingual learners, and conceiving of and drafing
assignments. Additionally, the Purdue Writing Lab has a collection
of Purdue-specifc sample student papers and disciplinary convention
guides. All of the above are available for faculty use.
Writing workshops and collaborative workshop development. Purdue
Writing Lab consultants ofer writing-specifc workshops on various
subjects (e.g., cover letters, citation conventions). Te Writing Lab also
seeks to help faculty design their own writing workshops. Collaborating
on workshop design is more efective in helping students become better
writers because the content of these workshops is tailored to specifc
assignments and disciplines.
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Purdue Language and Cultural Exchange (PLaCE)
Te Purdue Language and Cultural Exchange (PLaCE) is designed to help
improve the oral and written skills of international students at Purdue.
Visit http://www.purdue.edu/place for more information.
English Department Courses
Purdue’s English department offers a number of courses specifically
designed for international students, including the following:
ӽ

ENGL 106i: First Year Composition for International Students

ӽ

ENGL 620: Classroom Communication in ESL for Teaching
Assistants

ӽ

ENGL 621: Writing Communication for International Graduate
Students

The Office of International Students and
Scholars @ Purdue
Te Ofce of International Students and Scholars (ISS) is committed to
the internationalization of Purdue University by providing appropriate
services and support to international clientele and various University
departments and ofces. ISS seeks to enhance the academic, cultural, and
social pursuits of students and scholars from abroad through knowledge
and expertise in recruitment, admissions, immigration, advising, and
cross-cultural programming. Visit https://www.purdue.edu/IPPU/ISS
for more information.
Various Community Programs
West Lafayette and Lafayette are home to many programs that ofer
services for international students, including English language classes and
conversation groups. For a list of these programs, please contact the Purdue
Writing Lab and ask for a copy of the Academic Resources for International
Students and Scholars at Purdue handout.
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